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Awesome Apparel
DJ Logo T-Shirt

DJ Logo Long Sleeve T-Shirt

DJ Logo Hoodie

Similar to our short-sleeved T-Shirt, our long sleeve T-Shirt 
is durable, classic fit, 5.3 oz. (US) 8.8 oz. (CA), 100% 

preshrunk cotton. It features a 7/8” double-needle topstitched 
collar, taped neck and shoulders, rib cuffs, double-needle 

bottom hem as well as the pearlized tear away label. Perfect 
for both on the job as well as off!

Rock our Drywall Junkies hoodie all day, every day. Our 
classic fit hoodies are 8 oz.(US) 13.5 oz.(CA), 50/50 
preshrunk cotton/polyester.
Constructed using Air jet yarn for softer feel and reduced 
pilling. It’s also got a double-lined hood with color-
matched drawcord, double-needle stitching at shoulders, 
armholes, neck, waistband and cuffs as well as a double-
needle pouch pocked for added reinforcement. It also 
features a 1 x 1 rib with spandex for enhanced stretch 
and recovery.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL

This durable, classic fit, 5.3 oz. (US) 8.8 oz. (CA), 100% 
preshrunk cotton T-Shirt is the perfect shirt for the jobsite 
or to rock on your days off! It features a taped neck and 
shoulders, 7/8” double-needle topstitched collar, double-
needle sleeve and bottom hems as well as a pearlized 
tear away label.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL
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Headwear

DJ Logo Flex Fit

DJ Logo Beanie

DJ Logo Snapback

DJ Logo Toque 

Our Drywall Junkies FlexFit cap is made from 63/34/3 
polyester/cotton/spandex twill. It is a structured, mid-

profile, six-panel cap with a Permacurv® Visor, matching 
under visor with sewn eyelets.

This Acrylic, rib knit, beanie is the perfect way to show 
your love to Drywall Junkies and keep your noggin warm 

during the colder months!

Who doesn’t love a good trucker hat? Our hats are 
made from 65/35 polyester/cotton, with Kryptek:100% 
polyester, a matching under visor and mesh back. It’s a 

structured, mid-profile, six panel with a Permacurv® visor 
and snapback closure.

This is just like our rib knit beanie, just with a cuff instead!

SM-MED, LG/XL

One Size

One Size

One Size
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Can You See Me Now?
Safety Gear

Hi-Vis Black Zip Up Hoodie 
With Detachable Hood

Stay safe, stay visible! This hi-vis full zip, 100% polyester 
fleece is perfect for the job site with 4” contrasting color tape 
and 2” reflective silver tape on the front, back and arms to 
provide increased visibility. This hoodie is cool, comfortable, 
heavy duty and non-shrinking. It features rib knit cuffs and 
waist, two lower exterior pockets, a detachable hood, dual 
straps for a clip-on radio or ID badges, it is also moisture 
wicking and meets CSA standards.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL

Hi-Vis Black T-Shirt With 
Reflective Striping

Our special soft 100% polyester breathable material 
wicks away body moisture, leaving you feeling dry 

and comfortable no matter what the weather. This non-
shrinking traffic safety t-shirt comes with a left chest 

pocket, and 2” reflective silver tape for increased 
visibility. CSA Z96-15 ANSI-ISEA Class 2, Level 1.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL
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Light Weight Hi-Vis Vest With 
Reflective Striping

This hi-vis safety vest is lightweight and made with 
breathable polyester mesh fabric. With a 2” reflective silver 

tape on the front, back and waist, you know you will be seen 
with this increased visibility. Its got an adjustable front hook 

and loop closure and Complies with CSA Z96-15 ANSI/
ISEA 107-2015 Class 2 Level.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL

DJ Logo Hard Hat:

SuperEight® E2 Series Hard Cap, 8-point Ratchet, White
Honeywell Fibre-Metal® SuperEight® E2 Series Hard Caps

Product Details:
Energy control system dissipates force by reducing it into 
smaller increments and spreading it over a wide area. 
Smooth crown design contains a technically advanced 
suspension with eight load bearing points to stabilize and 
balance the hat or cap during everyday wear

Testing and Approvals:
Meets ANSI-Z89.1; Type I Class E, G or C

Hi-Vis Long Sleeve With 
Reflective Striping

Our special soft 100% polyester breathable material 
wicks away body moisture, leaving you feeling dry 
and comfortable no matter what the weather. This non-
shrinking traffic safety t-shirt comes with a left chest 
pocket, and 2” reflective silver tape for increased 
visibility. CSA Z96-15 ANSI-ISEA Class 2, Level 1.

SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL




